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main theoretical clustersmain theoretical clusters

 Language related;  phonological awareness and Language related;  phonological awareness and 
recoding (orthograficrecoding (orthografic--phonological conversion phonological conversion 
rules)rules)

 Temporal processing; rapid stimulus sequencesTemporal processing; rapid stimulus sequences

 Visual and magnocellular processingVisual and magnocellular processing

Alan A. Beaton (2004). Alan A. Beaton (2004). Dyslexia, reading and the brain. Dyslexia, reading and the brain. A sourcebook ofA sourcebook of
psychological and biological research  New York, Psychology Presspsychological and biological research  New York, Psychology Press

Sireteanu, R., Goebel, C., Goertz, R., Werner, I, Nalewajko, M., Thiel, A. (2008).
Impaired serial visual search in children with developmental dyslexia. Ann. N.
Y.  Academic Science 1145: 199-211.

Lassus-Sangosse, D., N΄guyen-Morel, M., Valdois, S. (2008). Sequential or
simultaneous visual processing deficit in developmental dyslexie?. Vision
Research 48, 979-988.
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Effects of acuity loss upon readingEffects of acuity loss upon reading

 N= 400 visually impaired childrenN= 400 visually impaired children
 Integrated ≠ in special educationIntegrated ≠ in special education

 Slower in decoding, same in amount of mistakes. Slower in decoding, same in amount of mistakes. 
Need more time: 1 Need more time: 1 ½ ½ --2x2x

 Acuity + fielddefects Acuity + fielddefects >>
 As good as in reading comprehension, spellingAs good as in reading comprehension, spelling
 Compensation strategies: meaningful context and Compensation strategies: meaningful context and 

frequent orthographic neighboursfrequent orthographic neighbours

Gompel, M. (2005). Literary skills of children with low vision. 
Nijmegen: UB Nijmegen. 
http://webcod.ubn.ru.nl/mono/g/gompel_m/liteskofc.
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♂♂ 11yr 11yr Premature birth (32 wks)Premature birth (32 wks)
ROP+ HydrocephalusROP+ Hydrocephalus

NystagmusNystagmus
Acuity OS 0.08Acuity OS 0.08
Right visual field Right visual field ––
Colour +Colour +
Contrast Contrast ––
ProsopagnosiaProsopagnosia
Form constancy Form constancy ––
Spatial orientation +Spatial orientation +

Regular educationRegular education
Works at grouplevelWorks at grouplevel
Reads very well (with TV Reads very well (with TV 

magnifying system)magnifying system)
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Bending far forward!
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♀♀ 11yr  little brain tissue ci.11yr  little brain tissue ci.

Acuity 0,1 in ‘00Acuity 0,1 in ‘00
Slow motor startSlow motor start
Sensory information Sensory information 

processing problemsprocessing problems
No eye contact; looks up No eye contact; looks up 

a lot and still does so.a lot and still does so.
Ventral+Ventral+
Visual Complexity Visual Complexity ––
Figure backgroundFigure background--
Vis sequential Vis sequential ––
Spatial orientation +Spatial orientation +

NowNow
Acuity 0,6 ang=linAcuity 0,6 ang=lin
Field:probably Field:probably 

somewhat small somewhat small 
Low normal IQLow normal IQ
VerbalWM VerbalWM ±±, Viswm , Viswm ––

Regular educationRegular education
Reads well, since  ’09 Reads well, since  ’09 

magnifying magnifying 
Likes working at Likes working at 

computer a lot (.16 computer a lot (.16 
letters)letters)
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♂ 7yr in group 1, asphyxia?, acuity ang =lin 0,6, higher visual functions +
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Learning to read with malsLearning to read with mals
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♀ 9yr  hydrocephalus, parietal tissue loss, light mental impairment, started 
reading. Acuity angular=linear 0,3, small attentional field, 
higher visual functions at developmental level.
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♀ 9yr hydrocephalus, parietal tissue loss, light mental impairment, 
started reading. Acuity angular=linear 0,3, small attentional field, 
higher visual functions at developmental level.
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Trouble engaging-disengaging quickly
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♂♂ 8yr premature birth 27 wk  850 gr8yr premature birth 27 wk  850 gr
ROP IROP I

OSOS
SS--2.25,C2.25,C--1.151.15
Angular 0.6Angular 0.6
Linear   0.4Linear   0.4
Near Near 0.20.2
Visual field: slightly limited on right sideVisual field: slightly limited on right side
Normal IQ Normal IQ 
Hearing aids, verbalwm Hearing aids, verbalwm --, wordfindingproblems, wordfindingproblems

DTVPDTVP--22
Form constancyForm constancy 13 13 (m 10)(m 10)
Position in spacePosition in space 66
Visual closureVisual closure 44
FigureFigure--groundground 1111

Has good spatial orientationHas good spatial orientation

VMIVMI (Beery)(Beery) 6,5 yr6,5 yr

Now: likes magnified letters (no frame) from the startNow: likes magnified letters (no frame) from the start
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♂’6 yr, premature birth (30 wk), PVL, CP, normal VIQ
Acuity: 0,8 ang, 0,4 lin, higher visuel functions+
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♂6yr, premature birth (30 wk), PVL, CP, normal VIQ
Acuity: 0,8 ang, 0,4 lin, higher visuel functions+ 
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CVI and readingCVI and reading
AspectAspect

childchild

problemproblem SI/MSI/M angang linlin vntrvntr drsldrsl--
SOFBSOFB

orienorien
tingting

readingreading Lg/VWMLg/VWM TimeTime
cptscpts
sequeseque

11yr11yr Prem ROPPrem ROP
HydrocHydroc

+   ++   + 0.080.08 0.080.08 -- ++ ++ ++++
With TVWith TV

+     ++     + ++

11yr11yr  brain brain 
tissuetissue

-- ++ 0.60.6 0.60.6 ++ ±± ++ ++
magnif ‘09magnif ‘09

+     +     ±± +,+,--

14yr14yr PremPrem
PVLPVL

-- ++ 0.70.7 0.70.7 ++ -- ++ ++
mal smtimsmal smtims

++

9yr9yr Hyd,Par tlHyd,Par tl -- ++ 0.30.3 0.30.3 ++ ++ -- --
with mal +with mal +

+     +     

10 yr10 yr Asphyxia?Asphyxia? -- ++ 0.60.6 0.60.6 ++ ++ -- --
with mal +with mal +

+       +       ±± ±±

8yr8yr Prem ROPPrem ROP
H aidsH aids

-- ++ 0.60.6 0.40.4 ++ ++ -- --
magnif  frommagnif  from
start, no mal start, no mal 

±± -- --

6yr6yr PremPrem
PVL CPPVL CP

-- -- 0.80.8 0.40.4 ++ ++ -- ≠mal ≠mal 
Wide apartWide apart

+      ++      + ++

8yr8yr Cng nystagCng nystag -- ++ 0.50.5 0.30.3 ++ ++ ++ ±± ±± -- --

11yr11yr Asphyxia?Asphyxia? ?     ?     ±± 0.80.8 0.60.6 ++ ++ ++ -- ±± -- --
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conclusionsconclusions
 magno path involved in early reading problems  magno path involved in early reading problems  

-- lin lin <ang,   (selective visual attention)<ang,   (selective visual attention)
-- engaging/disengaging speed engaging/disengaging speed 
Solution:  Solution:  early magnifyingearly magnifying

-- visual orientingvisual orienting
Solution: mals, frames and windows Solution: mals, frames and windows ––

the attentional spotlight seems to learn what to dothe attentional spotlight seems to learn what to do
this way this way 

 dorsal path involved in later reading problemsdorsal path involved in later reading problems
-- visual complexity, too much letters andvisual complexity, too much letters and

lines too close to each other  (simultaneous visuallines too close to each other  (simultaneous visual
processing)  processing)  

Solutions:covering/splitting up, magnifying,Solutions:covering/splitting up, magnifying,
computer usecomputer use

 CP: this +CP: this + frontal presentationfrontal presentation
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 standard dyslexic assessment standard dyslexic assessment 
procedures should include this procedures should include this 
elementselements

 CVI assesment/ rehabilitationCVI assesment/ rehabilitation
3 path way thinking! 3 path way thinking! 

 better naming for subproblemsbetter naming for subproblems


